Directions: Look for the underlined words below from the letters in the puzzle

- CORONA VIRUS is from a family virus usually causing ordinary coughs into more severe symptoms of MERS and SARS.
- According to the World Health Organization (WHO) the common symptoms of COVID-19 are FEVER, DRY COUGH, COLDS AND DIFFICULTY OF BREATHING.
- COVID-19 virus is being transmitted to another person via "DROPLET TRANSMISSION" or inhalation of saliva from an infected person.
- The ELDERLY and persons with LOW IMMUNITY system or who have other co-morbidities like diabetes or heart ailments have low resistance to sickness.
- The most effective protection against COVID-19 is HANDWASHING with SOAP and under running WATER.
- HOME QUARANTINE is the voluntary isolation inside the house for 14 days for people who have been to places where there were virus infections.
- Maintain a ONE-METER distance from family members who may have the infection to avoid transmission.
- Hospital staff who are exposed to people who might have the virus must make sure to wear Personal Protective Equipment or PPE, like MASK, GOWN and GOGGLES and must make sure to follow the recommended steps in infection prevention and control.
- Who is KIRA? KIRA (Katuwang na Impormasyon sa Responsableng Aksyon) is an anti-COVID bot. KIRA will be helpful in knowing if you are at risk of having the COVID-19 virus, information on what you need to do against the COVID-19 virus, answers to questions regarding the COVID-19 virus and the guidelines for quarantine.
- The public can gain information from official press releases of the Department of Health (DOH) website and social media platforms. Be careful of FAKE NEWS online, and make it a habit to always verify sources of information.